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Abstract
Objective: To present the operational features and to make a comparative study of four major dynamic addresses based
routing protocols of mobile ad hoc networks. Further, we discuss the strengths and challenges in dynamic address routing protocol designs. Methods/Statistical Analysis: In this paper, we have used packet forward strategy to compare four
routing protocols and we have also discussed the operational features of dynamic based routing protocols through their
network architecture. Findings: Dynamic addressing scheme has been proposed which uses the routing address instead
of the node address for selecting the routes in the network. In this scheme, mobile nodes having dynamic routing address
is done i.e., its change with movement of the node to reflect the node’s position in the network topology. Application/
Improvements: This study provides new challenges and future research directions to enhance the scalability of MANET
using dynamic address based routing protocol.
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1. Introduction

In Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANETs) the network
topology changes frequently and unpredictably. The connectivity among the nodes may change with time which
leads to link breakage and invalidation of end-to-end
route. As the network size increases, the transmission
performance may be degraded due to network congestion
and network splitting. The mobility and density factors
also influence the scalability of the MANET routing protocols. Scalability is an essential requirement in the use
and deployment of MANETs for this technology to reach
to its extreme potential. MANET technology is receiving
a lot of interest but it has yet to grow to its fullest extent.
Most current research in MANETs focus on performance,
energy and power-consumption related issues and less on
scalability. The main reason behind the lack of scalability
attention is that the existing protocols are based on the flat
or static addressing scheme. With scalability as a partial
objective, some efforts have been made in the direction of
clustering and hierarchical routing1–3.
*Author for correspondence

MANETs routing protocols are classified into three
categories on the basis of their Network Structure:
• Flat Network Structure routing protocols.
• Cluster Network Structure routing protocols.
• Hierarchy Network Structure routing protocols.
The flat and cluster network structure routing protocols
are based on static address scheme whereas hierarchical
network structure routing protocols are based on static
as well as dynamic address schemes. Figure 1 shows the
classification of routing protocols. In the routing protocols of a flat network structure, every node plays the same
role4. Two classes of routing protocols can be further
considered that are: Proactive and Reactive; Proactive is
a table driven approach while reactive is a source initiated approach. Basically, this classification is based on the
responses of the routing protocols towards the topology
of the network. The flooding of routing information in
the network and the route discovery consumes a lot of
bandwidth of channel. Therefore, flat routing protocols
create traffic overhead in the network resulting in low
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Figure 1. Classification of ad hoc routing protocols.

scalability5. These protocols work well in small-scale networks, but it impairs the quality of the performance as
the network grows large6, i.e., they fail to meet a desirable
requirement - the scalability.
Besides the flat network structuring, clustering is
an alternative way of structuring the network4. In this
methodology, mobile nodes take different roles, such as
anchors, cluster heads, root nodes, and gateway nodes
based on the structure used and the organization of
nodes in the network7. The basic motivation behind
development of protocols based on cluster or hierarchical
structure is their potential to exhibit better performance
considering the scalability issue. The nodes are grouped
to make clusters8–11, so that the route discovery packets
can be forwarded by selected nodes only, so as to reduce
the redundant traffic in the network4. However, the highly
dynamic and unstable nature of mobile ad hoc network
makes it difficult for the cluster based routing protocol to
divide a mobile network into groups and determination
of cluster heads for each cluster.
Another solution for enhancing routing scalability is
to adopt dynamic addressing scheme4in hierarchical network structure. In this scheme a node has two addresses;
the address of the route and the address of the node in
the network. When the node moves across the network
the routing address of the node also changes to reflect
the location of the node. The node address is a global
unique number that remains same till the node is live
in the network. The prime issue in this scheme is the
strategy to map the identity of node and its address of
routing. Thus, there is a need of a dynamic association
among node location and identification which demands
to accomplish this association with a specific mechanism.
For this, Distributed Hash Table (DHT)12 has been found
suitable and hence adopted as a scalable structure to be
responsible for a number of tasks comprising sharing of
information, services related to location, and identifica2
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tion which does not based on location but supports to
construct many self-establishing systems. The key idea
of distributed hash table is to use a hash function to distribute node’s location information among the roaming
positions throughout the network. The Stability analysis
of distributed hash table based multi-path routing protocol under group-based mobility models and entity-based
mobility models in MANETs is presented in the paper13
and further dynamic address translation scheme is presented in the paper14.
In this paper, we present an overview of the system
architecture and packet forwarding strategy in dynamic
address based routing protocols. This study focuses on
four major dynamic addresses based routing protocols:
DART15, ATR16, ODR17, and M-DART18 which maintain
tree (hierarchical) topology in the network and their
dynamic addressing scheme is provided by DHT. An
overview of packet forward strategy of these routing protocols is briefly discussed. Finally, the strengths of these
protocols and important challenges towards research
that are vigorous to be considered to attain scalability in
mobile ad hoc networks are given.

2. System Architecture of
Dynamic Address based
Routing Protocols
In this section, the functional description of Dynamic
Address based Routing Protocol (DARP) is given briefly.
In DARP, the network assigns logical addresses (routing
address) to each node on the basis of the node location in
network topology. DARP is capable to implement hierarchical routing in a feasible way and reduces the routing
state information maintained by each node. The mapping
between node addresses and logical addresses is provided
by a DHT.

2.1 Network Address Structure
All four routing protocols stated above make the tree
topology (complete binary tree) in the network. The total
number of levels in this tree is l+ 1, where l (bits) is the
length of address of leaf node. Other levels share the
address prefix of l – k bits represented by a set of leaves.
The node with the marker 11X is a level-1 subtree which
signifies the leaves 110 and 111. Figure 2 shows the hierarchical network 3-bit addressing scheme and topology.
Each leaf has l siblings.
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Figure 2. Hierarchical network 3-bit addressing scheme
and topology.

To route the data packets every node maintains relationship among its siblings in routing table. Level-k
sibling of a given address to be the sibling (sibling as
leaves, or subtrees, that have the same immediate parent)
of the Level-k subtree to which a given address belongs.
In Figure 2, the siblings of leaf node 000 are 001, 01X and
1XX. In Figure 2, actual physical links are represented by
bold lines and dotted lines show the interface between
node and routing address.

2.2 Dynamic Address Allocation through
DHT
Before the dynamic address allocation of nodes (n), the
network computes the level of tree (l+1) and routing
address length (l) from equation l = log2 n. In dynamic
address allocation in the multi-level hierarchical network, a node uses its neighbors periodic routing updates
(contain the sibling entries) to find an unoccupied virtual
routing address, when it joins an existing network.
In detail, each null entry in a neighbor’s routing update
indicates an empty subtree. This subtree represents a block
of free and valid routing addresses19.
Figure 3 demonstrates the address allocation process
for a 3-bit address space in network and the address allocation sequences of nodes. Node L begins with the address
[000]. When mobile node M joins the network via L, it
receives routing update packet from node L and observes
that for the subtree [1xx], L has a null entry in its routing
table, and selects the address [100]. Likewise when N connects the network by joining to M, N prefers the address
[110]. After that, when O joins the network through L, L’s
[1xx] routing entry is occupied. Nonetheless, for the sibling [01x], still there is no routing entry and therefore, O
node takes the address [010]. Finally, P joins the network
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Figure 3. Dynamic address allocation in 3 bit address tree.

via L, L’s [1xx] and [01x] routing entry are now occupied.
Nevertheless, for the sibling ID [001] still there is no routing entry and therefore P acquires the address [001].
The 3-bit address structure can hold up to 8 nodes, as
the network size grows (more than 8 nodes), the number
of bits of address structure will also grow with the level of
tree. Therefore, the tree structure scales the network in
terms of network size.

3. An Overview of Packet
forwarding Strategy of
Dynamic Address based
Routing Protocols
The basic purpose of routing protocol is to find the route
between a pair of nodes. In dynamic address based routing protocols a route is obtained by employing a packet
forwarding strategy. Each mobile node maintains a routing table composed of l segments, one for each sibling. The
kth segment stores the route towards a node have its place
to the level-k sibling. Each node maintains the routing
table and it has five fields: the sibling (the entry refers to),
the next hop, the cost required to reach a node belonging
to that sibling forwarded via the next hop, the network
id (assigned by network) to validate the address, and the
path log used by the algorithm applied for avoiding loop.
The routing state information is updated via exchanging
the routing updates table from neighbor nodes. There are
l entries stored in every routing update table and each
of them consists of four fields: the sibling id, the cost of
route, the network id, and the route log.

3.1 DART Packet Forward Strategy
In DART15, the packet forwarding strategy uses a hopby-hop routing based information to refer the network.
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Before sending a packet towards the destination, each
node performs the bitwise comparison (through most
significant bit) of its logical address with the destination
logical address. The packet is forwarded towards the route
in the segment whose corresponding bit does not match
in the comparison. In Figure 2, if the node 000 wants to
send a packet to the node 101, then it selects the next hop
node stored in the third section (i.e., the node 010) to forward the packet as given in Table 1.

3.2 M-DART Packet Forwarding Strategy
M-DART18 is a multipath version of DART routing protocol. In M-DART packet forwarding process the route
is selected by considering the hierarchy of dynamic
addresses, as next hop, the neighbor shares the longest
network address prefix with the destination address. The
node selects the route having least cost when more than
one neighbors being shares the longest address prefix.
Table 2 shows the routing table of M-DART for node 000.
Let the node 000 (Figure 2) need to forward a data
packet towards the node 101. Here the node seeks for the
third segment entries of its routing table as the destination
have its place to the level-3 sibling, which is the level 1XX
(Table 2). Furthermore, this segment stores two entries:
the first through the next hop 010 and the second through
001. Consequently the node chooses neighbor node 010,
as next hop, instead of the costs belonging to the paths.
In Table 2, the node stored two entries with respect to
the next hop 010 and 001, and so both shares the same
address prefix, the node chooses the entry having minimum route cost.
Table 1.
001

001

1

ID(000)

001

01X

010

1

ID(010)

010

1XX

010

2

ID(100)

100

M-DART routing table for node 000

Sibling ID Next Hop Route Cost Network ID Route Log
001
01X
1XX

4

001

1

ID(000)

001

001

1

ID(010)

001

010

1

ID(010)

010

010

2

ID(100)

100

001

2

ID(100)

100
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The packet forwarding strategy of ODR17is made up of
three phases: candidate selection, candidate election,
and candidate acknowledgment. To attain these phases,
each node depends on two queues in the network: first,
the packet queue, which holds the data packets which are
to be forward, i.e. the data packets for which the node is
a candidate forwarder and second, the ack queue which
holds the acknowledgment of the data packets. At each
step, the candidate selection ensures that, only the node
which is closer than the forwarder node towards the destination is allowed to forward the packet again17.
When a node has packet to forward, it stores the logical
address and its estimated overlay distance in packet header
and then it transmits the packet nearby. The overlay distance
is the number of bits included in the network address prefix
which are common in the node address and the destination
address. When a node receives a packet, it verifies whether its
overlay distance to the destination is smaller than the overlay
distance from the forwarding node. It also verifies whether
the quality of the path (from the Table 3.) is superior to the
forwarder node. If the above verifications do not satisfy, it
means that the candidate set do not contain the node and
the packet will stored in the ack queue of the node17.

3.4 ATR Packet Forwarding Strategy
The ATR16 is a multipath routing protocol and its routing
shows temporal diversity, i.e., the path discovery procedure performs a preventive route discovery prior to the
occurrence of route errors16. With reference to Table 4
Table 3. ODR routing table for node 010

Routing table of DART for Node 000

Sibling ID Next Hop Route Cost Network ID Route Log

Table 2.

3.3 ODR Packet Forwarding Strategy

Destination

Path quality

Route log

011

1.60

001

00X

3.80

010

01X

1.25

010

Table 4.

ATR routing table of node with address 001

Level

Sibling ID Next Hop Route Cost Network ID

0
1

2

000
01X

1XX

000

1

ID(000)

000

2

ID(010)

010

1

ID(010)

000

2

ID(100)

010

2

ID(100)

100

1

ID(100)
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based on Figure 4, when a node with network address
[001] wants to forward a data packet to a node with network address [010], it will take a glance first to the entries
associated to the sibling to which the destination address
belongs, i.e., the level-1 sibling [01X]. In ATR the routing
table consist two entries, so node [001] picks out the one
showing the minimum hop count metric, i.e., the node
[000]. Else, if there are no entries in routing table for the
level-1 sibling, node ‘001’ pursue to examine its higher
sibling, i.e., level-2 sibling [1XX]16.
Furthermore, ATR takes benefit of multiple paths
described in a cross layer solution to deal with link failures. If a node discovers a link failure after forwarding
of data packets and it does not receive any acknowledgement from receiving node, then it will invalidate
the formerly used next hop. Then the data packets will
be re-directed using another path already discovered by
the Route Discovery Process. Obviously this indicates to
high delays in packet delivery, conversely it is often more
opportune to wait a little more instead of misusing the
resources used in packet forwarding17.

4. The Comparative Study of
Dynamic Address based
Routing Protocols
Author in15 examined the Dynamic Address Routing
protocols and found dynamic addressing scheme to be
a feasible way to achieve scalability in ad hoc network.
With dynamic addressing, when the node moves from
one location to another location then it changes its logical
addresses, so these addresses have a topological meaning. The features of these protocols are summarized in
Figure 5.

Figure 4. Address structure with physical topology.
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Figure 5. Summary of dynamic address based routing
protocols.

DART is unipath protocol in which routing is based
on hop-count. DART discovers the minimum cost route
to a given subtree. The packet forward strategy of DART
is discussed in previous section. The availability of
single path only between a node and its siblings limits
the performance of DART by reducing the fault tolerance, thereby increasing the possibility of route failures5.
In case of path failure, a path to the given destination
address cannot be available, even when network is connected, and all address allocations are accurate. These
failures of small period can cause route propagation
delay18. The nodes could not get the information about
the path breakage when the shorter path breaks, and a
new longer path has not yet been established. In this situation, the router takes default action to drop the packet,
and finds itself without a valid route and potentially send
a “there is no path” message back to the sender. Therefore,
DART does not have a good mechanism to handle route
failures.
A multipath enhancements to DART, called
Augmented Tree based Routing (ATR)16 and Multipath
Dynamic Addressing Routing (M-DART)18 have been
proposed in literature. To overcome the limitations of
DART, author in16, proposed a hierarchical multipath
ATR routing protocol which is based on Distributed
Hash Table (DHT), named Augmented Tree-based
Routing (ATR). ATR exploits augmented tree-based
address space structure which aims at achieving scalability, gaining flexibility against node mobility, and
avoiding link instability in MANETs16. As M-DART,
ATR proactively maintains all possible routes via its next
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hop neighbor nodes to reach a destination node in the
sibling tree without incurring any additional communication or coordination overhead5. In DART, a new node
obtains logical address from one of its physical neighbor
with the largest unused logical address sets. This process
could result in invalid address assignment and slower
convergence16. However, in ATR, if a new node obtains
an invalid logical address from its neighbor because the
neighbor’s routing table is not updated, the new node
examines its other physical neighbors to obtain a valid
logical address. Furthermore, ATR uses a caching technique to minimize the traffic overhead associated with
the node lookup. This cache mechanism also offers fault
tolerance to ATR’s routing method.
Another multipath enhancement of DART is
M-DART which determines and stores multiple paths
to the destination in the routing table. This protocol
is able to discover all the available paths for the datapacket forwarding at a node. It adopts a simple policy
of using the best available route (based on hop-count
where the hops signify the cost associated with a path)
until it fails and then switch to the next best available
path. M-DART is based on shortest path18 but it also
suffers from other problems like, congestion, consumption of bandwidth16. M-DART does not have good
mechanism to resolve these problems. The scalability
study of M-DART has been carried out in terms of
node number, data load, node mobility, channel hostility and also in terms of network address, skewed node
distribution.
ODR also extends the location-aware addressing
scheme of DART and it depends on a distance metric20,
constructs the link-quality path in the network. These
metric goals to estimate the expected number of packet
transmissions (including the retransmissions) needed to
successfully deliver a packet to the ultimate destination17.
This metric only tells about the link failure rate not a link
bandwidth. ODR produces the high routing overhead due
to the hidden terminal problem.

5. Strengths and Challenges
of Dynamic Address based
Routing Protocols
Dynamic address based routing protocols have following
strengths and weaknesses that might be consider for further research.
6
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5.1 Strengths of DARP
• Packet forwarding in DARP does not require route
discovery, hence these protocols have less control
overhead.
• As the dynamic addresses assigned by the network
layer through DHT method, a node can easily find the
destination using prefix shared address structure during the packet forwarding process thereby reducing
delay in packet delivery at destination.
• DARP organizes the network topology in tree or hierarchal form using logical address assigned by DHT
method and there is no requirement of group heads
or gateways etc., as required in cluster based routing
protocol. This shorted the control overhead.
• With node mobility, subtree identifiers may require to
be updated, but these updates are piggybacked on the
periodic routing updates at minute extra cost.
• In case of multipath of DARP, a node maintains all possible paths in its routing table for packet forwarding. If
the current path fails then a node forwards the packets
through the best available path. This reduces end-to-end
delay as compared to single path routing protocols.

5.2 Challenges of DARP
• Periodical neighbor updates and routing table updates
are required in DARP to maintain the topology and
forward the packets. This may increase the control
overhead of network.
• Tree topology may not give the exact distance between
nodes due to its shared address prefix constraint.
Routing distance is expected to be shortening in the
network topology.
• Tree expanding (i.e., increment in the tree levels) due to
increment in number of nodes and tree reduction (i.e.,
decrement in the tree levels) due to decrement in number
of nodes may disturb the physical topology of network.
To maintain the relationship between node identifier and
its logical address, number of updates is required in the
network via update packets such as neighbor updates,
sibling updates, routing updates, etc. These update packets may enhance the overhead of network.
• In DARPs, the routing table stores neighbor’s logical
address for forwarding the packets. A node’s logical
neighbors may not be its physical neighbors, resulting
in a mismatch between the logical structure and
physical topology. It may have a negative impact in
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MANETs, especially when logical structure is implemented directly at the network layer.
• Some ARPs may produce the high routing overhead
due to the hidden terminal problem. ODR suffers with
this problem.
• DART, ODR, and M-DART calculate the link-quality
via ETX route metric. The ETX metric performs better
than shortest path metric. However, it does not necessarily select good routes. ETX metric considers only
loss rates on the links and not their bandwidths – an
important issue in routing scenario.

6. Conclusion
This paper discussed the network structure and address
allocation scheme of dynamic address based routing protocols. An overview of packet forward strategy of various
routing protocols is presented. The comparative study of
each protocol is described. We also discussed the strengths
and challenges in future routing protocol designs. Further,
we noticed that the protocols do not considered channel
bandwidth for packet forwarding which is required for the
real time communication in MANET. To scale the large
MANET, bandwidth can be used as additional parameter
to the considered routing protocols in future.
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